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It is well known the fact that the experiences made on certain animal species have the 
aim to obtain some information concerning the health state of the whole organism, as well as 
of some systems and organs in extreme conditions. Just in such conditions the interest area for 
the “behavior” of some functions of the organs, systems and the whole organism is of 
significance. At the same time are of great interest the adaptive capacities of the organism in 
such conditions (in the presence of the damaging factors) and the simultaneous influence of 
some positive factors and the use of stimulating medications. As referring to the possibility of 
health appreciation, of adaptive capacities of the organism, it is necessary to emphasize that 
this problem is very large and difficult and need the optimization of the investigation volume, 
especially during some large researches on a large number of individuals. In our researches as 
physiological standards and phases of adaptive capacity decreasing served the classification 
proposed by A. Grigoriev, R. Baevsky (1998): 1. Physiologic standard, 2. Prenozologic 
status, 3. Premorbid status, 4. Damage of the mechanisms responsible for the adaptation. 
 The implementation of some diagnostic methods of the health status in veterinary 
medicine, which are very efficient in adaptive capacity monitoring, during the training of high 
performed sportsmen, allow to observe in dynamics the modifications of some indexes that 
characterize the vegetative, humoral and cardiovascular activities of the organism during the 
experience. In the absence of such data we can’t classify the organism status after the 
prescription of certain alimentary diet and we can’t validate the results of the influence of 
such diets upon the health. The comparison between the health status and the evaluation of 
weight increasing in the animals from the control samples that are in the limits of 
“physiologic standard” with the experimental samples can be accomplished only if the animal 
health will also be in the limits of “physiologic standard”. The animals are exposed to the 
general and special examination: ECG, rhythmography, scatterography (to reveal the rhythm 
troubles) and reovasography. When during the experiences there wasn’t recorded any 
deviations from the physiologic standard of the health in all the samples, we can be sure that 
the conclusions made, after the prescription of certain diet or medication, refers to healthy 
subjects. This moment is of great importance, because the modification of the alimentary 
ration, of the life rhythm or of the medication concentration can provoke difficulties for the 
experimental sample animals. In this situation their organism can be in Prenozologic status, in 
Premorbid status or in damage status. 
 In conclusion, we mention the importance of specific investigations of the subjects, in 
the cases when the influence of various external or internal factors upon the organism with 
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some adaptive capacities is evaluated. On the contrary, the comparison between the reactions 
of the organism, that is various states of health, and the adaptive capacities modified by these 
influences and which exceed the physiologic standards; as a result the conclusions will be 
compromised.  


